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�� in 1996, super mario 64 on nintendo 64. But 2020 is now on pc port. You use keyboard of controller: xbox one, ps4. Place a Super Mario 64 ROM called baserom.z64 into the project folder for asset extraction, where VERSION can be us, jp, or eu. Run make to
build. Qualify the version through make VERSION=. Add -j4 to improve build speed (hardware dependent). Ensure the repo path length does not exceed 255 characters.

How to play

Use arrows [↑→↓←] or W-A-S-D keys to move Mario, to jump higher hold the button.
Use Shift/CTRL to Fire/Sprint. Use P to pause and M to mute.

You can play continuously or select a level out of 32 any time you want.
There is also an option to generate a random map. It's an infinite fun!

Gameplay

In this game you are playing the role of the Mario. You are going through the Mushroom Kingdom, surviving the forces of the antagonist Bowser, and saving Princess Toadstool. Mario should reach the flag pole at the end of each level to win the game.

There is a lot of coins scattered around for Mario to collect and special bricks marked with a question mark, which may reveal more coins or a special item when Mario hits them. Other bricks may also contain some coins or rare items so if you have enough time,
try to hit them as well. If Mario eats a Super Mushroom , he becomes a Super Mario — he grows to double his size and gains the ability to break bricks above him. If he gets hit in this mode he will turn back to regular Mario instead of dying. If Mario eats a Fire
Flower , he becomes a Fire Mario — in this form, Mario gains the ability to throw bouncing fireballs from his hands. If Mario touches a bouncing Super Star (a rare power-up), he turns into Star Mario. In this form Mario is invulnerable to nearly everything and he
can kill enemies with a simple touch. This is a temporary form so use your newly obtained powers quickly!

You can read more about the gameplay here.

Comments
this is such a good game but i cant get through level 5-4.
i am in love with mario its the 2nd best video game in exsistance the first gta 5
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Wow this is cool
I can't beat 8-4.I'm hack but lose at this level!
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This game is like fortnite
i love super mario
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Super Mario 64 (Mac) Application available to download for free with CoollySoftware.com, The Best Way to download Mac Applications. Now time to explain to you, how to install Super Mario 64 Application on your Mac! For Mac and Windows, that process is
very simple and fast, all you need to do is download .dmg (for Mac OS) .exe (for Windows) install files (it might be other file types, for example, .rar Archive type), now you just should open it, and go through the installation process, then you could easily use
Super Mario 64 for your purposes. For Android install, the process is quite different, but it very easy too. To Use .apk files, downloaded from our website, you need to allow your device to use files from unknown resources. For that go to the Settings of your
device, and find Allow installing apps from unknown resources pound, and set a checkmark in front of it. Now You could constantly install any .apk files downloaded from any resources. Then you need to open downloaded .apk file and go through the installation
process too, now You could use Super Mario 64 Application on Android. With all of that, you can install software for any platforms, and know something more about Super Mario 64 Mac Application.
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